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The sugar habit 

 

How can we overcome deep-seated associations (habits)? 

If the CUE “A” is followed by an unwanted RESPONSE “B” then: 

1. In many cases it’s best just to avoid situations that are going to act as a trigger. I can avoid 

exposure to CUE “A” by not having any biscuits in the house. 

2. We can train ourselves to do something different. We can overlay our old response with 

something different of our choosing. When I’m exposed to CUE “A” I can make a new link to a 

displacement activity “C” instead. With practice (reinforcement), choosing the alternative gets 

easier. 

3. We can be exposed to the CUE “A” at varying degrees of intensity and told not to react negatively. 

This is called ‘extinction learning’. The unwanted reaction gradually weakens through will power. 

Some clinicians regard this as unethical because it can create a lot of anxiety and stress. The 

‘cognitive enhancing’ effect of D-cycloserine (DSC) has been trialled to improve the ability to relearn.  

4. The response can be lessened by an intervention. Beta-blocker can reduce feelings of panic by 

regulating heart-rate, for instance, and so condition a new response.  

 Do Alexander lessons also work partly in this way by making us feel calm and less ‘reactive’ – 

coming to quiet (Goldie)? Hence, . . . 



5. I can break the link between “A” and “B” through ‘intentional inhibition’, by saying “No” or 

withholding consent to my old reaction. This gives time to bring me in communication with my 

reason and to plan a different routine (line of strategy). 

NB. With all these strategies, the old A-B association is never completely eliminated. There is always 

the chance of a relapse into an old habit if the stimulus is strong enough or our inhibitory ability is at 

a low ebb. Prevention really is much better than cure! 

“The stupidity of letting children go wrong is that once they go wrong their right is wrong: 

therefore, the more they try to be right, the more they go wrong” (Aphorisms, Mouritz 

2000, p. 30). 

In the Alexander world, we get told not to trust our feelings. This is because our guiding and 

controlling proprioceptive and kinaesthetic feelings (or rather, our perception or “appreciation” of 

these sensations) can become distorted (“debauched”) by habitual misuse. Once the habit has 

become automatic, then our response is fixed and stereotyped. In order to change, we need to 

prevent our “too quick and unthinking response” and give ourselves time to reason out a different, 

more appropriate, response by adopting a consciously reasoned means-whereby.   

Neuroscience shows us that we need both faculties – emotion and reason – to make reliable 

decisions. Just like Plato’s analogy of a charioteer controlling his two horses – “passion” and 

“reason” – we need both to steer a steady course through life. 

If we are “out of communication with our reason”, then that’s a problem. Equally, if we are out of 

communication with our body and our feelings (sensory and emotional), then that’s another. David 

Eagleman tells of Tammy who has damage to her pre-frontal cortex following a motorcycle accident: 

“Although she can describe all the pros and cons of a choice in front of her, even the simplest situations 

leave her mired in indecision. Because she can no longer read her body’s emotional summaries, decisions 

become incredibly difficult for her. . . . To land on a choice, you need a summary of some sort. And that’s 

what the feedback from your body is able to give you” (Eagleman, The Brain, Edinburgh: Canongate 2016, 

pp. 122-124). 

Hence, in order to make choices and decisions that are more reliable, we need accurate feedback 

from what our body is telling us! 
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